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Amana living are a premium aged care service who provide their 

residents with first class facilities and care. The welfare of their 

residents is always their main priority. The community lounge at 

Moline Village, Karrinyup was ready for an upgrade. They had 

an existing vinyl plank floor that had been installed for many 

years and was in need of an update, however there were a few 

challenges they faced. They needed to ensure there was minimal 

disruption to the residents and staff while the installation took 

place, while requiring a quick turnaround period, with minimal 

noise, dust and unpleasant odors.

Altro Wood™ adhesive-free was chosen due to its fast 

installation process and for having no adhesive odors. As 

the facility was looking for a product that gave them minimal 

downtime and a fast installation, selecting Altro Wood™ 

adhesive-free was an obvious selection. 

The key issues were solved by using Altro Wood™ adhesive-

free, which reduced the total renovation time, and allowed 

Amana Living to reopen the area to residents within a faster 

period of time compared to traditional adhered floor.

“The installation was completed in a very timely manner with no 

take up of existing flooring, no dust or adhesive odors causing 

discomfort to anyone in the facility, all being completed with 

minimal disruptions. Altro Wood™ adhesive-free was a great 

solution to the issue of limited down time in an operating age 

care facility.”

“Everyone is delighted with the completed flooring which now 

delivers great safety underfoot, ease of cleaning and a fantastic 

looking renovation completed in record time.” 


